The bound states of conduction electrons due to a pair of magnetic impunties which interact with each other by an exchange interaction are investigated by the Yosida theory. Calculations of the previous work by the present authors are generalized by including the vertex correction. The binding energy is calculated within the most divergent approximation for some limiting cases of the strength of the exchange interaction W between impurities, and its behavior as a function of W is obtained by interpolation. Some unphysical features of the previous results caused by the neglection of the vertex correction are correct~d. It is found that the binding energy is essentially given by the Kondo temperature defined as an energy where a perturbational series. of the most divergent terms diverges. § I. Introduction
The Kondo effect of an isolated magnetic impurity m metals has been extensively investigated by many authors theoretically as well as experimentally and has been essentially understood. 1 > There is also some work concerning the effect of correlation between impurities on the Kondo anomaly. 2 >~7> However, its feature still remains unclear, especially from a theoretical point of view.
In a previous paper 5 > (which will be referred to as I hereafter), we developed a theory of bound states due to a pair of interacting magneti~ impurities, applying the Y osida theory 6 > to the ploblem in the zeroth approximation.· Though the result showed a reasonable behavior in some aspects, it also had some unsatisfactory properties. In particular the following points are important.
1) The binding energy of an isolated impurity is given by D e-lfJJJp with usual notations. Then the binding energy of two impurities will be 2D e-IJJJJ P if they are infinitely separated. The result of I gives 2D e-4 ;sJJJ P in this limit, i.e., the exponent is incorrect.
2) When two impurities couple strongly with each other by an antiferromagnetic exchange interaction W, they form a singlet state and behave as a nonmagnetic impurity. Therefore the bound state should disappear in this limit.
The result of I gives a bound state with the binding energy D exp { -a/J2p 2 log (D/W)}, a being a constant of the order unity.
3) When the exchange interaction between impurities vanishes, a perturbational calculation gives the Kondo temperature as D e-IJJJIP independently of the distance between impurities. 4 > Therefore it is expected in this case that the binding energy also reduces to 2D e-l/IJI P. The result of I shows it depends on the distance even . in this case.
As discussed in I, these defects of our calculation in I are due to the approximation we took there, and. will be overcome by taking account of higherorder corrections, especially the vertex correction between electrons and impurities. Ishii 6 l actually showed that this expectation is correct by calculating the binding energy of a doublet bound state for W = 0, including the vertex correction. The purpose of this paper is to extend our calculation of the binding energy of singlet bound states due to a pair of magnetic impurities for general W by taking account of the vertex correction, and to show how the result of I discussed above are modified by it. In other words it is to apply the Y osida-Yoshimori theory to the problem in its complete form.
Throughout this paper we restrict ourselves to the approximation where the most divergent terms in each order of perturbation are only taken into account,*l though, as will be discussed in § 6, it is very desirable to extend the calculation by including next divergent terms. Calculations we give here are rather complicated. The :final results, however, are very simple, i.e., we :find the binding energy is equal to the Kondo temperature determined by perturbational calculations.
In § 2 we give the Yoshimori equation in a general form where the twoparticle vertex correction is taken into account. The twocparticle irreducible vertex is calculated in § 3 by using the Abrikosov theory. 9 l In § 4 an explicit form of the Yoshimori equation is given and solved for some special cases. It is solved in § 5 in more general cases by introducing some approximations. In § 6 we give a summary of the results and discussion. In the Appendix we give the detail of calculations necessary for the calculation in § 5. § 2. Vertex correction As in I, we· consider a system of conduction electrons and two magnetic impurities with spin 1/2 interacting with each other via an antiferromagnetic s-d exchange interaction. We take account of a direct exchange interaction between two impurities i~stead of calculating the normal part of energy (or the self-energy correction of spin propagators). The Hamiltonian is given by
where
*> We will call this type of approximation the MD (most divergent) approximation hereafter.
and S1 and S2 are spin operators of two impurities locating at ± R/2, respectively. ?JI"' is the amplitude containing electron-hole pairs.
We have to derive the equations for r<tJ and T''l including the effect of ?JI"'.
In Nakajima formalism, 10 l it means that we take account of the vertex correction as well as the self-energy correction of spin propagators. Among them, ah important part of the self-energy correction has already been included in the starting Hamiltonian as a direct exchange interaction. The remaining part of the self-energy correction only gives a constant energy shift, which we are not interested in. Therefore we have only to consider the vertex correction.
In the present case, we generally need three-particle vertices where two electrons interact with the impurity spins (or a quasi-fermion in Abrikosov's sense) .*l A simple example of them is shown in Fig. 1 (a) , where full and dotted lines represent electron and spin propagators, respectively. We can however neglect such diagrams, since they do not contribute to the most divergent term. 6 l Therefore diagrams which have to be taken into account are those where one Fig. 1 . Examples of the three-particle vertices of third order, among which (b) does contribute to the most divergent term and (a) does not.
*' In the case· of one-impurity, Abrikosov 9 ' introduced quasi-fermions associated with each of (2S+l) degenerate spin states of the impurity. In the present case, we introduce them for each of one singlet and three triplet states of the impurity-spin pair. The difference between them is the energy splitting of the spin states due to the exchange interaction W in the latter case. Thus the spin propagators denoted by dotted lines in Fig. 1 electron interacts 'With the impurity spins and the other electron passes away ( Fig. l(b) ).
We denote the irreducible two-particle vertex correction where an electron interact with the impurity spins by A~~ll,k'a'll' (wh (!)- (1) We are interested in singlet spin states of two electrons and two impurity spins. There are two independent singlet states; one is formed by a triplet of impurity spins and a triplet of electrons and denoted by [t), and the other is formed by a singlet of impurity spins and a singlet of electrons and denoted by [s). Then the nonvanishing matrix elements of spin operators in Eq. (2 · 7) in , this 2 X 2 subspace are given by
Noting that the ?coefficients r<t) and v3r<•l correspond to these spin states [t) and [s), respectively, and using above relations, we find the equations for r<tl and r<•) as
(2 ·10) where summations over k" are restricted to the region above the Fermi energy, and
If we neglect terms with A in Eqs. (2 · 9) and (2 ·10), they reduce to Eq. 
Here the first term is the bare vertex given in Eq. (2 ·1), while A< 1 J (A< 2 l) is the contribution from diagrams which cannot be divided into two separate pieces by cutting antiparallel (parallel) electron and quasifermion lines. They are expressed as 
Then after some manipulation we find
m the MD approximation. Further we put the wave vector dependence of , we obtain equations for 9£(W) as ' ---, .< . r<•l >-<J;2Cfk, fk,)
Then equations for them are obtained as
Two other equations are obtained from Eqs. (4·2) and (4·3) by replacing the suffices 1 and 2 of ¢ and <J; and the suffices c and s of a with each other simultaneously. In the following we shail explicitly give equations ~or ¢1 and <J;1 only. Equations for ¢2 and ¢2 will be obtained from them in the same way. From Eq.
(2·6) we see ¢';(£, f 1 ) and <J;;(f, f 1 ) satisfy symmetry relations
The equations can easily be solved for some special cases: In Case 4) four equations for ¢h, ¢2, </h and ¢ 2 can be reduced to one equation for ¢ (f, E') defined by
The equation for ¢ is obtained as (5·3)
In the integrand of the first term the largest term among f, f 11 and F is F, while in the integrand of the second term it is f 11 • Thus we get the second expression. Further we neglect the first term, for its contribution to the equation
K. Sato and Y. Nagaoka for r/h (I) is of the order rr/h (I).
In this way we finally obtain the approximate equation for ¢h<I> as
The function ¢1<I> couples with functions in Region II.
Similarly we can derive the equations for ¢1<II> and ¢1<II>. If f<F<f', integrals on the first line of Eq. ( 4 · 3) become
If we solve the equations iterationally, we find contributions of two terms of Eq. (5 · 6) to Eq. (5 · 4) to be of the order
respectively, which can be neglected. In this estimation we took ¢1 <I> ~¢1 <II> r--J ¢1<III> since the energy dependence of ¢1 is logarithmic and very weak compared with other factors. Finally we obtain ¢1<II>(f, f') +rae s: :~;' {¢1<II>(f, f") + ~ ¢1<II>(f, f")} -~ raca. s: :~;' l(f' +f") g ¢1<Il>(f, f")+r/Jl(II)(f, f")} where we put 
f+f + w.-E Though 1Jl 1 (f) can be neglected compared with f. D1 (f) in the present case, we have kept it for later convenience. The equation for cfh <II> can be obtained in a similar way. We get for f
Comparing these equations, we can easily see 
2) W<O, D~IWI~IJEI
In this case we need the equation for cp/I>. The procedure of getting it rs quite similar to the above calculation. We obtain c/J <I> (f f') + -ra a I( There is no essential difficulty to solve the equations in the region II, though calculations are somewhat lengthy. Therefore, we sh,all give here only the results necessary for determining the ground-state energy and show the detail of the calculation in the Appendix. We obtain .
(5·15) 2 1+r log DjF Using Eqs. (5 ·11), (5 ·13), (5 ·14) and (5 ·15), we can easily determine the ground-state energy. We shall discuss three cases separately.
1) W>O, D> W~ I .dEl
Substituting Eq. (5 ·14) into Eq. (5 ·11) and putting 'f]fi = 0, we obtain
where -rae
The equation is of the same form as obtained in I by the zeroth approximation except that the coupling constant is replaced by an effective one. As shown in I, its solution is easily found to be
In the present case we can put F= W. Then Eqs. (5 ·18) and (5 ·19) give the solution in an explicit form.
2) W<O, D~IWI~I.JEI Using Eqs. (5 ·13) and (5 ·15) and putting ID1 = 0, we find
This means that there is no bound-state solution at all in this case. A fictitious bound state obtajned in I disappears here.
3) JWJ~JJEI
If we neglect W, the equations for ¢h <IJ and r/h <IJ are given by
They are solved by putting The results obtained in this paper are summarized as follows: The groundstate energy E of the system is given by 1) for W>O and W rvD,
4 ' 
E=-W. 4
We see the defects of the result of I discussed in § 1 have been completely removed as expected, i.e., Case 4) of the above resolves the problem 2) of § 1, while Case 3} is the answer to 1) and 3) of § 1.
In the low-energy region (i.e., lower than I WI + I JE I, JE being the binding energy), wave functions are essentially of the same form as those in the zeroth approximation. In the high-energy region, they are obtained from Eqs. (A· 2), (A· 7), (A ·16), (A ·17) and (A ·18) and have a more complicated form.
In order to see the behavior of the ground-state energy as a function of W, we have to interpolate the above results for various limiting cases. To do so, we have to know how correction arises from small but finite W in Case 3).
Unfortunately, however, our calculation cannot give any answer to this question, since we performed calculations within logarithmic accuracy. For instance, the term log (A+ B) was approximated by log A if A> B, since the correction gives only lower divergent contributions. Therefore, as far as we restrict ourselves to the MD approximation, we cannot discuss these corrections.
In this connection, we have to mention to the work by Klein and Tsay/l and by Matho and Beal-Monod. 3 In our calculation we could determine the ground-state energy in the whole region of W without any interpolation for a special case where R = 0 (Cases 5) and 6) above). Thus we know the behavior of the ground-state energy as a function of W for two limiting cases R = 0 and R = oo (or a,= 0 and a,·= 1/2). We may reasonably expect that the energy is a smooth function of R or a,. Fig. 3 . This Is exactly the same as expected in I.
In cases where the concentration of magnetic impurities is not so high, weakly coupled pairs of impurities may play important roles. To treat a weakly coupled pair, we have to verify the expression (6 · 2) derived by physical considerations and to determine the function p(a,) explicitly. In addition, it should be noticed that even when W = 0, some effects of the impurity correlation may occur. If R is finite, there is nonvanishing overlapping between the bound state wavefunctions. By analogy with the usual one-particle problem, it is natural to expect such overlapping splits the bound state. We found, however, no such effect in our results obtained by the MD approximation. The reason why we did not seems to be as follows. The energy splitting caused by the overlapping will be at most of the same order as the binding energy of a single impurity TKO· Thus the overlapping modifies the binding energy by a factor of the order unity. On the other hand, in the MD approximation we can only determine the exponent of the binding energy, and to determine the factor of the order unity is beyond the approximation. Thus to discuss the behavior of a weakly coupled pair, we have to extend the calculation by including the lower divergent contributions. 
